Contrast ratio enhancement by spectral matching of a seed laser pulse and ASE in a Ti:sapphire laser system.
The ASE (amplified spontaneous emission) level in a laser system consisting of an oscillator and a regenerative amplifier is very important, for example, in the interaction of an intense laser pulse and a thin foil, so a lower ASE level is always required. In this paper, we propose a new method to achieve a lower ASE level, which can be obtained by spectral matching of the seed laser beam and the ASE in a CPA (chirped-pulse amplification) Ti:sapphire laser system. In this method, two baffles are used to control the seed pulse spectrum by blocking a portion of the seed beam in a grating stretcher and it was found that the spectral matching method can reduce the temporal contrast ratio (after the regenerative amplifier) by a factor of 10 in a few hundred picosecond scale. This kind of spectral matching method is simple and it can be easily employed for other CPA laser systems to enhance the contrast ratio.